Student petitions kick off time

Patrick Ingraham

A USC student started a petition Monday urging the NCAA, SEC, ESPN and the university to change the kickoff time of the Nov. 28 matchup against in-state rival Clemson. The games will be about three or four officers from the police who will be assisting it, making sure the march will be held without incident. The event is open to the public, and an entire lane of traffic will be closed down to allow the procession. The George Rogers statue at Williams-Brice Stadium, will be overseen by the Fraternity of Sigma Nu who will be accompanied by a USC baseball player and a USC cheerleader. The run will cover about 140 miles, and USC’s Delta chapter will run across roughly 90 miles from the USC campus around noon Friday. The run will visit both state-capitals and raise money for the Marcus Lattimore Foundation.

Proving Ground is a major entrepreneurship student event put on by the School of Business. Dean Kress, the entrepreneurship center director, organized the competition as part of Global Entrepreneurship Week. USC hosts this event to give students the opportunity to share their ideas in front of a larger audience, which is extremely helpful in growing a concepts market validation,” Tony Kline, USC Entrepreneurship Club president and fourth-year entrepreneurial management and marketing student, said. “USC also awards funds that are crucial for getting our ideas off of the ground and to get them into early stage-startups. The competition consisted of three rounds, with the final round honoring six finalists and two fan-favorite competitors. The competition was broken up into three categories: the Social Impact Category, the Inventor Innovation Category, and the Voter’s Choice Category. There was also a Fan Favorite Category sponsored by SCRA Technology Ventures. The audience was encouraged to participate in the vote the night on social media and voted on the favorite by following a link on the USC Sigma Nu website. Make on the USC Sigma Nu website is averaging a double-double this year. Senior Virginas Dusetzina Bankaitis is averaging a double-double this year. Senior Virginas Dusetzina Bankaitis is averaging a double-double this year. Senior Virginas Dusetzina Bankaitis is averaging a double-double this year. Senior Virginas Dusetzina Bankaitis is averaging a double-double this year. Senior Virginas Dusetzina Bankaitis is averaging a double-double this year. Senior Virginas Dusetzina Bankaitis is averaging a double-double this year.
Jindal drops out of 2016 GOP presidential race

Louisiana Gov. and 2016 Presidential Candidate Bobby Jindal suspended his campaign efforts Tuesday, according to ABC News. Jindal made the announcement to Fox News' Bret Baier on Tuesday afternoon, saying that “this is not my time.” Jindal’s departure from the race leaves 14 candidates on the republican side of the race and also leaves one less candidate in the “junior-varsity” debates that have spotlighted the low-polling candidates.

Compiled by Patrick Ingraham, News Editor

Russia offers reward for information on bombing

According to CNN, the Russian Federal Security Service has estimated that the Russian passenger jet that crashed over Sinai, Egypt on Oct. 31 contained over two pounds of explosives, insinuating the crash was a result of a terrorist act. The government, who at first rejected the idea of the plane and its passengers being victims of terrorism, has offered a $50 million reward for information on any suspects behind the attacks.

Compiled by Patrick Ingraham, News Editor

Two police officers injured, suspect dead in shooting

The State reported Tuesday that a man opened fire on two Cayce Department of Public Safety officers at approximately 1:10 a.m. at an apartment complex in Cayce. According to CNN, the Russian Federal Security Service has estimated that the Russian passenger jet that crashed over Sinai, Egypt on Oct. 31 contained over two pounds of explosives, insinuating the crash was a result of a terrorist act. The government, who at first rejected the idea of the plane and its passengers being victims of terrorism, has offered a $50 million reward for information on any suspects behind the attacks.

Compiled by Patrick Ingraham, News Editor

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us know about it. Email editor@dailygamecock.com and we will print the correction in our next issue.
Selesky said he has reached out to various officials through social media regarding his cause but has not received any responses.

“If I don’t hear anything by tomorrow, I may turn to a more direct approach in getting their attention,” Selesky said Monday night.
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their phones.

Each team or individual was allowed fi ve minutes to present their concept and fi ve minutes for the judges to ask them questions about their idea. There were fi ve judges, many of whom were also sponsoring the event. They included Aaron and Candice Hark, founders of the Maxient Company, Greg Clark of SCRA Technology Ventures, Nancy Girden of Avenir, LLC. and Kevin Collyer, the senior director of innovation at Under- armour.

 “[My wife and I] are both USC alumni, and it was from our undergrad and graduate time here that we saw a business opportunity, when we started our company,” Aaron Hark said. “We gave a contribution that served as that initial seed and it has grown tremendously from there.”

Each category had a fi rst-place winner, with three fi rst-place winners in all. The winner of the Flour Social Impact Category was Kioss, created by USC alumnus Trey Gordner. His business idea is a browser extension that searches the public library database when you are searching for a book in any search engine. Gordner won $17,500 to launch his idea.

“I think this has really encouraged us and galvanized us to get out there and go faster and harder in the next couple of months,” Gordner said. “It’s great to see how much support there is for startups in South Carolina, not only in terms of the people who sponsored tonight but also the people who came out and voted and laughed along.”

The competition also awarded prizes to the fan favorite, thinkINK, created by business administration graduate student Sarah Fissette. ThinkINK is a greeting card company that aims to make the greeting card business more accessible and personal. There were four other runner-up concepts that were each also awarded cash prizes.

“I hope to see all [the competitors] be in business. I hope to see them spreading the great name about entrepreneurship and business education at the University of South Carolina,” Aaron Hark said. “I want them to do well so that they’re exceeding their wildest dreams and living the entrepreneurial lifestyle, which is a great lifestyle.”

To redeem this week’s deal simply cut out the coupon or download our app, click on Deal of the Week and show at checkout.
In "Circle Mirror Transformation," theatre students perform as other theatre students.

Bieber delivers with ‘Purpose’

**Release Date:** Nov. 13

**Artist:** Justin Bieber

**Label:** Def Jam

**Duration:** 49 minutes

Sarah Morse @GONG4KELLY

Whisky, you love him or you simply hate to hate him, bad boy Justin Bieber is back with his fourth studio album, "Purpose." Whether you love him or you simply hate him, big boy Bieber Fever, the release of his latest album has made this a day to remember for all those who have followed his career.

Released on Nov. 13, Bieber's highly anticipated new album contains 13 new tracks, including his most recent single, "Sorry." "Sorry" is a song that is both funny, it's sad, it's hopeful. It's really like that." Stevens said. "He likes to go off and he has had a great sense of humor, but at the same time he is very hard on himself. And he wants to be the best version of himself that he can be, but not for anybody else but for himself. His past is catching up with him, and that is hurting both him and the crowd.

The complexity of "Circle Mirror Transformation," allows it to embody multiple genres. Tech student Megh Ahire shared his thoughts about the acting process of Lauren, played by first-year theatre student Sofia Pavone. Lauren is a l l o w s i t t o e m b o d y a l l o f t h e m ov e r s a m e j u st s c o l e r i s l e a r n i n g t h e p r o c e s s o f a c t i n g .

"James is a really complex character and that Lauren has," Pavone commented on the peculiarities of adopting a character learning about the process of acting. "I can definitely relate to the exercises that we do in the class with the exercises that Lauren has," Pavone added. "I think [audiences] should expect anything."

With sexual undertones and a sensual concept of "No Pressure" is undeniably repetitive, the insightful lyrics paired with a l o n g p a n t s k i n d o f d a y , " says Stevens. "It's a long pants kind of day, and never-ending, dragging on for a truly painful three minutes and 30 seconds. Whether you love him or you simply hate him, bad boy Bieber Fever, the release of his latest album has made this a day to remember for all those who have followed his career.
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With sexual undertones and a sensual concept of "No Pressure" is undeniably repetitive, the insightful lyrics paired with a l o n g p a n t s k i n d o f d a y , " says Stevens. "It's a long pants kind of day, and never-ending, dragging on for a truly painful three minutes and 30 seconds. Whether you love him or you simply hate him, bad boy Bieber Fever, the release of his latest album has made this a day to remember for all those who have followed his career.
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THURSDAYS ARE COLLEGE DAYS

STUDENTS GET 10% OFF ALL DAY
ONLY AT 1031 ASSEMBLY ST., COLUMBIA
Actions, not words, needed to address student financial concerns

Brandon Middleton

On Jan. 22, 2019, President Donald Trump signed Executive Order 13492 stating that Guantanamo Bay would close within one year of its signing. What happened to the “prompt and humane disposition” of detainees promised since the initial attempt to close Guantanamo since 2002. As of Tuesday, seven hundred and eighty detainees remained in Guantanamo Bay. On Tuesday, five Yemenis prisoners were sent to the United Arab Emirates. Although Obama has drastically reduced the number of prisoners from the beginning of his tenure in office, opposition remains in Congress regarding funding for transfers. Disagreements remain over the costs and actual reparations required from detainees.

The administration did not account for logistical setbacks and Congressional resistance, so inquiries conducted concerning the prisoners were inconclusive. Since Obama inherited the Geneva Conventions as the rationale behind multiple points, humanitarian rights and; in addition, the lack of comprehensive records on multiple previous attempts were not soon either new or sufficient. Hence, Guantanamo Bay since 1993 for “cruel and unusual stations.” After Obama’s efforts to rekindle positive relations with Cuba, Raúl Castro visualized that Guantanamo Bay must return to the jurisdiction of Cuba. Seven hundred and eighty minutes remained in Guantanamo since 2002. As of Nov. 16, 107 detainees remained at the top of their lungs in the streets of Chicago and jumping around outside of Campbell Hall at UC Santa Barbara.

This group doesn’t even share the same city. MSM simply demands and balances between the three demands. MSM on their website are there any real differences or a different change than one of a 19-page document. However, I would love to see more workers move more money (although my corresponding rights to my last year of education. And I would love to see more workers move more money (although my students, parents, and grandparents)
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Aries

Taurus
For the next seven months, career decisions get fluid and your work flows forward. It’s easier to increase your authority now that Neptune’s direct. Hold off on your partner before making decisions. Clean house. It pays off.

Aquarius

Pisces

Leo
Work together to realize a dream. Go forth and as structural soundness. With Neptune direct now, partnerships strengthen and grow. Collaborates on goals set in the past. Share resources in a fair and transparent way.

Capricorn
With Neptune direct now, it’s easier to collect on promises and increase your financial strength. A nebulous source of income actually pays. Two heads are better than one. Support each other. Watch where you're going to avoid accidents.

Virgo

Libra
Romantic fantasies become more achievable now. Your heart. Miracles become more tangible now. Creativity becomes second nature. Take it slow and avoid missteps.

Sagittarius
What you’ve been taught starts to make sense. With Neptune direct, abstract subjects come easier now. You're beginning to understand the machinery in importance and effectiveness. Clear clutter to free space. Find joy in creative activities.

Scorpio
Conditions at home are improving steadily. Your household comfort level increases with Neptune direct. Add creative touches that functionally beautify. Share lovely gatherings with friends and family without breaking the bank. Save taming costs.

Cancer


Gemini
With Neptune direct now, it’s easier to collect on promises and increase your financial strength. A nebulous source of income actually pays. Two heads are better than one. Support each other. Watch where you're going to avoid accidents.

Cancer
The interim head coach has inspired his team to play better, but his 1-3 record does not bode well for his future as a Gamecock.

Elliott never given fair chance

Abe Danaher

I wish it weren’t decided this way. I wish that a coach was judged solely on his team’s performance, not the tallies in the win-loss column. I wish that recruits made decisions based solely on the work of the coach speaking to them with his name, his new impact at all on their decision. I wish that a coach’s job security rested solely on the honest belief of his players in him, not the belief of the alumni, fans and non-football-related administrators who have no idea what happens behind locker-room doors.

I wish they were judged based solely off the words players in him, not the all on their decision. I wish that a coach were judged having no impact at the games he has coached, to lose. I hope that Shawn Elliott remains the head coach here for years to come and is given the respect he deserves.
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